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fldigi - Main modem software
flarq - ARQ file transfer
flamp -Amateur Multicast Protocol
flwrap - File encapsulation/compression
flms - Form manager
flrig - Rig control (with CAT cable)
flog - Logbook server

Programs



Setup



http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/TUNE.html

● For Windows users
○ Set your sound card output level to the minimum on the Windows mixer

● For Linux users
○ Set your PCM level to about 80%
○ Set your Transmit Level control for minimum output level.

● Enable the "Tune" mode in fldigi ... you do have CAT or PTT set up ...right?
● Make sure your transceiver speech compression control is OFF
● Slowly bring up the Mixer audio out until your rig's ALC just starts to function (a light blinking or a meter 

showing this condition).
● Reduce the Mixer audio output until the ALC is disabled.
● You are now transmitting at maximum output power without distortion.

Tuning your sound card

http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/TUNE.html
http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/TUNE.html


Fine Tuning



There are two interleaver options (short and long) which 
can be set on the MT63 configuration tab.  The default 
calling mode is MT63-1000.  If the short interleaver is used 
then one can expect some compromise in robustness.  The 
long interleaver results in somewhat excessive latency 
(delay between overs) for keyboard chatting.  MT63-1000 
with the long interleaver has a latency of 12.8 seconds.

MT 63 S vs L

http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/configMT63.html


MT 63 Speeds







Rig Control (CAT 
required)

Logging ( flog )



Receive Window

Transmit Window



Macro Bar (F1 - F12)



The indicator just to the left of the AFC button is the overload indicator.  It will be GREEN if 
your audio drive to sound card is satisfactory, YELLOW if the audio signal is marginally high 
and turn red when it is in overload.  Back down the mixer control or the audio pad from the rig 
to computer.  Fldigi will not perform well if the sound card is over driven.  You will see ghost 
signals on the waterfall and the modem decoders will not work correctly.

Receive audio level should be adjusted so that the overload indicator does not illuminate red.  
When observing the received signals on the oscilloscope view you should expect that they do 
not exceed a peak-to-peak amplitude of 3/4 of the full display height.



Links
FLDIGI Help:
http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/index.html

FLMSG Help:
http://www.w1hkj.com/flmsg-help/index.html

FLWRAP Help:
http://www.w1hkj.com/Flwrap/index.html

Transmit Tuning:
http://www.w1hkj.com/FldigiHelp-3.21/TUNE.html
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